Climate Change and Climate Crisis
Interdisciplinary Perspectives

Organisation: Elisabeth Nemeth, Martin Kusch (Faculty of Philosophy and Education), Christa Schleper (Faculty of Life Sciences)

Wednesday, 20.15–21.45
Auditorium Maximum, Main Building, University of Vienna

October 2, 2019 | Elisabeth Nemeth, Christa Schleper (Wien) | Introduction to Lecture and Some Facts on Climate Change
October 9, 2019 | Ulrich Brand (Wien) | Why do SDGs fail (so far)? – The Imperial Mode of Living as Major Obstacle for Adequate Climate Politics
October 16, 2019 | Angela Kallhoff (Wien) | Climate Justice
October 22, 2019 | Daniel Dahm (Berlin) | Co-Evolution zwischen Anthroposphäre und Biogeosphäre. Anlass zum Aufstand für Lebendigkeit
October 23, 2019 | Daniela Jacob (Hamburg) | The IPCC Report 2018
October 30, 2019 | Thomas Glade (Wien) | Environmental Disaster and Risk Management
November 6, 2019 | Patrick Sakdapolrak & Marion Borderon (Wien) | Climate Change and Migration. State of Knowledge and Critical Reflections
November 13, 2019 | Michael Wagreich (Wien) | The Geological Anthropocene and Its Definition
November 20, 2019 | Eva Horn (Wien) | Climate in the Anthropocene
November 27, 2019 | Gerhard Herndl (Wien) | The Ocean and Climate Change – Future Ocean Scenarios and Feedback to Global Climate
December 4, 2019 | Christa Schleper (Wien) | Nitrogen Pollution and Climate Change
December 11, 2019 | Helga Kromp-Kolb (Wien) | Scientific Reticence in Climate Issues
January 8, 2020 | Sigrid Stagl (Wien) | Climate Crisis and Economics
January 15, 2020 | Richard Staley (Cambridge) | Climatic Eras and the History of Debate in the Climate Sciences and Discourse
January 22, 2020 | Tarja Knuuttila (Wien) | Climate Modeling – a Philosophy of Science Perspective
January 29, 2020 | Martin Kusch (Wien) | Scientific Expertise in the Age of Post-Truth

Supported and initiated by:
Senatsliste UNI-VIT – Unabhängige Initiative für Vielfalt und Transparenz

5 ECTS. Die Zuordnung zu diversen Studienplanpunkten ist im U:find ersichtlich.